SECTION 4: STUDENT DISCIPLINARY CODE OF CONDUCT
Ivy Hill Prep is characterized by a culture that is structured, supportive, joyful and focused on
academic work. At Ivy Hill Prep, we are intentional about setting our students up for success. This
means that we hold scholars to high academic and behavioral expectations, only after ensuring
those expectations were clearly stated and understood. We know that when our scholars know
what is expected of them and are surrounded by adults who support them, they will thrive.
Core Values: Ivy Hill Prep’s five creed values – Leadership, Excellence, Academic Growth, what
makes you Unique, and confidencE- are at the heart of our community and represent the
cornerstones of the school’s Code of Conduct. Our staff models these creed values, and in turn
are confident in our scholars’ ability to uphold the same values.
4.1

STAR Behavior Code

We believe that a structured, achievement-oriented classroom establishes a platform for
academic success; learning cannot happen in chaos. Orderly and structured classrooms are
necessary to create learning environments in which time is used efficiently. Structure provides a
framework for learning to take place. The structure that Ivy Hill Prep provides will ensure that
school is a safe place where scholars are free of the stress that unstructured, undisciplined
settings create.
STAR: To help scholars learn professional habits and maximize instructional time, Ivy Hill Prep
utilizes the STAR code. The rationale for each aspect of the STAR code is explained to students at
the beginning of each year to ensure they understand the “why” behind the system.
•

•

Stand/Sit up straight. At Ivy Hill, scholars demonstrate good posture throughout the day,
which assists in their focus on the lesson objective. During instructional lessons, scholars,
like teachers, sit with their backs straight, their bottoms safely on their chairs, and their
feet safely on the floor. When standing and walking, Ivy Hill scholars keep their hands at
their sides to prevent physical contact or physical play with other scholars. When sitting
on the rug, scholars sit in a “Criss-Cross Applesauce” style and have their hands folded
and in their laps.
Track the speaker with your eyes. At Ivy Hill, scholars and teachers “track” the speaker,
which means we look at the teacher or student who’s speaking. At our school, we believe
that we’re all teachers and we’re all learners. We “track” the speaker to not only show
respect (which adults do in professional and personal settings), but to teach and learn
from one another. In conjunction, we teach our scholars that their voices take up space,
their voices are important, and their voices should be heard. To emphasize this, we show
respect to our community by tracking other individuals when they speak.

•

•

4.2

Always do your work and be on task. Ivy Hill Prep scholars are expected to be on task
100% of instructional time with very few reminders by teachers. Scholars ask and answer
questions by raising their hand and waiting for their teacher to call on them, or by waiting
for their turn when utilizing habits of discussion. Habits of Discussion requires scholars to
respond without a raised hand. These instances will be made clear for scholars. In order
to be successful in this realm, scholars must be on task to participate.
Respect at all times. There are no excuses for disrespectful behavior at Ivy Hill Prep. A
scholar who has a disagreement with another scholar is expected to follow one of three
actions to address the problem depending on its severity: (1) ignore the scholar, (2) ask
the scholar politely to stop, and (3) tell the teacher. Scholars who have been corrected by
a teacher may not respond to that correction in a way other than following directions
given by the teacher. If a scholar feels that a consequence has been unfairly applied, the
scholar may speak to the teacher after the lesson has ended. In some instances, the
teacher may agree with the student and rectify his/her consequence. The decisions made
by the teacher will be final.
Hallway Behavior

Hallways are shared spaces and carry noise. We ask that all scholars and adults using the hallway
during the school days keep in mind that classes are disrupted by hallway noise. Classes should
transition from one class to another silently, in two lines, in a safe manner with their hands to
themselves and not touching other students.
4.3

Bathroom Behavior

In order to ensure that students are present in class to the greatest extent possible, we encourage
scholars to use the bathroom before classes begin, during bathroom breaks, during lunch, and
after school. When scholars have a bathroom emergency during class time, they will follow their
individual class’s protocol for receiving bathroom permission.
Scholars are expected to be potty trained before starting kindergarten, including the
responsibility of wiping and cleaning themselves. School staff will not engage in any bathroom
assistance unless it is an emergency.
Bathrooms are shared spaces, and we teach our scholars to treat all spaces with care and pride.
We teach scholars to pick up after themselves, flush the toilets, and ensure that no paper
products are left on the floor. We do not permit scholars to bring anything with them to the
bathroom, including writing instruments. We fully expect scholars to follow these rules,
however, should a scholar break our bathroom rules, the scholar will receive a consequence and

might not be permitted to use the bathroom alone.
At all times a scholar is expected to obtain permission from the teacher to use the restrooms.
Scholars are not to write on the walls or damage the facility in any way. A scholar who is feeling
ill should report to the office and not remain in the restroom alone.
4.4

Behavior System

At Ivy Hill Prep, scholars have the opportunity to earn rewards for demonstrating excellent
behavior, academic growth and good citizenship. Scholar behavior is monitored throughout the
school day through use our color chart. The color chart will have various color bands that equate
to levels of scholar behavior (silver, green, yellow, red, etc.). Teachers will fluidly move scholars
colors up or down depending on their behavior at a given time. When a mistake is made, scholars
receive a reminder from their teacher which is called a “check”. Teachers will give a
reminder/check to get the scholar back on task. Three checks will be given prior to a color going
“down”. When scholars are demonstrating consistent model behavior and/or academic work, a
praise is given in the form of a “star”. Three stars will be given prior to a color moving “up”.
Teachers will consistently narrate the behavior that resulted in a color change. The movement of
colors both up and down reinforces the idea that we can learn from our mistakes, can bounce
back from poor choices, and are rewarded for hard work and dedication.
Every day, in the child’s Life’s Work binder, families will sign a Behavior Log that identifies how
their child ended the day on the color chart. If a scholar receives a colored star, this means that
he/she ended the day on Green or Silver. If the colors, “Yellow” or “Red” are written in place of
the star, this is an indication that your scholar struggled in some way. These colors will always be
accompanied with a written explanation or phone call. Parents are encouraged to discuss their
child’s progress daily to encourage the good work, or to assist in the planning of displaying more
leadership qualities in the classroom.
4.3

School Reward Opportunities

At Ivy Hill Prep students have the opportunity to earn rewards for demonstrating excellent
behavior, academic growth, and good citizenship. We also have an end of year awards ceremony
to celebrate scholars and families for various achievements attained throughout the Ivy Hill Prep
academic year, including perfect attendance, high honor roll, honor roll, and creed value awards.
Positive reinforcement is broken down as follows:
Daily Praise
•

Teachers will recognize students who excel behaviorally and academically by giving praise
and sometimes providing students with stickers or notes. Teachers will also recognize

scholars who have demonstrated considerable growth, both academically and
behaviorally.
Weekly Praise
•
•

At the end of every week, scholars who have ended the day on silver or green for at least
4 days will earn the chance to pick a prize from our school store treasure chest.
As a schoolwide community, teachers will recognize students who have shown growth or
improvement, done well on an activity, project, or assignment, or exemplified the
schoolwide creed value for the month.

Homework Superstars
At the end of the month, any student who has completed Life’s Work (homework) assignments
to the Ivy Hill Prep standard for every single day of the month will be able to participate in a
lifework celebration and receive a prize.
4.4

Community Violations

We believe that our consistent use of the color chart, positive narration, and support will address
the large majority of scholar behavior concerns. However, if the misbehavior is more serious or
continues despite corrections and support, our team will partner with the scholar’s parents to
devise an Individual Behavior Plan to support. These serious infractions may include, but are not
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

continued disrespect of an adult, including rolling eyes, sucking teeth, or other such body
language, defiance, or rudeness;
disrespect of a fellow scholar, such as name-calling, insulting, or excluding;
disrespect of the school, such as drawing on a table or book, taking school supplies
without permission;
unsafe behaviors, such as hitting, kicking, biting, pushing, play fighting or throwing
tantrums;
making verbal or physical threats, empty or otherwise;
leaving class without permission;
cheating or plagiarism, or copy of anyone else’s work; • use of inappropriate language;
and
extreme disruption of class.

Please note that these infractions apply to students while on school grounds, on the school bus,
and at any school related trip or activity.

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The first, second and third Community Violations of the trimester will be accompanied by
a phone call home at the end of the day. The teacher may also request a conference with
a parent/guardian.
If a scholar receives four or more Community Violations in a trimester, a parent/guardian
will be required to attend a mandatory conference with the Head of School, Dean of
Culture, classroom teacher(s) and the scholar.
At the 6th Community Violation of a trimester, the parent/guardian will be required to
observe their child in class for 60 to 90 minutes. This parent/guardian observation helps
teachers, families, and scholars create a behavior plan for the scholar in order to
successfully keep the scholar in class.
Ivy Hill Prep offers students many privileges that can be taken away as a consequence for
choices that negatively impact their learning, the learning of others, their safety, or the
safety of others. Privileges that can be lost include but are not limited to:
Specials Blocks
Choice Time
Recess
Participation in birthday celebrations
Participation in field trips
Socializing with classmates during snack time, breakfast, or lunch

Families will receive a phone call home for each Community Violation; the phone call will be
made by the classroom teacher or a member of the Leadership Team.
Ivy Hill Prep believes that our use of community violations will minimize our need to rely on inschool or out-of-school suspensions. We do, however, reserve the right to assign these
consequences if the misbehavior presents a serious safety or other concern.
4.5

Suspension

In the case of a suspension, the scholar will be removed from class and will be sent to the Main
Office or another designated school location, following which, the scholar’s parent/guardian or
guardian will be notified of the incident by the school. In all cases where the scholar has
committed a crime or violation of local, state or federal law, law enforcement authorities will be
notified.
Due process states, scholars are guaranteed due process and fair treatment at school. Therefore,
prior to Ivy Hill Prep taking disciplinary action against a scholar, the School will provide the scholar
with appropriate due process. When the disciplinary action consists of ten days of suspension or
a lesser penalty, this process will consist of informing the scholar of the disciplinary issue and
giving the scholar an opportunity to respond. As described below, more formal procedures will

be followed when the discipline proposed is greater than ten days of suspension.
In every case of scholar misconduct for which suspension or expulsion may be imposed, the Head
of School shall exercise discretion in deciding the consequences for the offense; consider ways
to re-engage the scholar in learning; and avoid using long-term suspension from school as a
consequence until alternatives have been tried. Alternatives may include the use of evidencebased strategies and programs such as mediation, conflict resolution, restorative justice, and
positive interventions and supports. Suspension Under or Equal to 10 Days (Short-Term)
Scholars in grades K-2 may receive a suspension for egregious acts of disrespect or defiance. If a
scholar commits one of the infractions listed below, the scholar may receive a suspension in
addition to receiving a Community Violation.
If a scholar commits one of the infractions listed below, the scholar may receive an out of school
suspension rather than receiving a Community Violation. The Head of School may suspend any
scholar for up to 10 school days. Before the scholar is returned to class, the scholar, his or her
parent/guardian or guardian, and the Head of School will meet in order to address the scholar’s
behavior and plan for improvement. Furthermore, scholars will not be allowed to return to class
after a suspension without a parent/guardian signature on the suspension letter. If the school is
unable to contact the parent/guardian/legal guardian, the suspended scholar will be held in
school until the end of the day. The parent/guardian/legal guardian shall be held liable for all
damages caused by a scholar. Scholars are not entitled to appeal a short-term suspension. These
serious infractions that may merit immediate suspension include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gross disrespect of a fellow scholar, staff member, or school property
Continued tantrums that disrupt the learning environment
Using or possessing over-the-counter medication inappropriately
Using or possessing tobacco products
Damaging, destroying, or stealing personal or school property or attempting to do so
Committing sexual, racial, or any form of harassment or intimidation
Skipping school or class
Using abusive, vulgar, or profane language or treatment
Making verbal or physical threats, empty or otherwise
Fighting, pushing, shoving, or unwanted physical contact
Setting off false alarms or calling in groundless threats
Gambling
Departing, without permission, from class, building, or school-sponsored activity
Forgery of any sort, including parent/guardian signatures
Cheating or plagiarism, or copying of anyone else’s work
Violent or threatening behavior

•
•

Bullying or harassing conduct
Repeated and fundamental disregard of school policies and procedure

Suspension Over 10 Days (Long-Term)
Using the same list of infractions listed under short-term suspension, the Head of School will
make a recommendation to the Governing Board, if the suspension of a scholar is more than 10
days.
Prior to a suspension of more than 10 days, the following due process procedures will apply:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
4.6

The parent/guardian/legal guardian will be notified of the intent to suspend for over 10
school days
Date, time and place of a hearing will be sent to the parent/guardian/legal guardian with
at least five working days' notice
Notice of the right at the hearing to:
o Be represented by his/her families, legal or other representative (at the
scholar’s/parent/guardian’s own expense)
o Present evidence
o Confront and cross-examine witnesses
The school will record (by tape or other appropriate means) the hearing and a copy of
such will be made available to the scholar upon request.
This hearing must include the scholar, the Head of School (or other staff), and the
parent/guardian/legal guardian.
The Governing Board has decided that the all expulsion hearings shall be held at a Special
Executive Meeting to protect the privacy of the scholar unless the parent/guardian
requests that it be open to the public.
The student and/or parent/guardian may submit any complaint regarding this process to
the New York State Education Department.
Expulsion

In the case of an expulsion, the scholar will be removed from class and will be sent to the Main
Office or another designated school location, following which the scholar’s parent/guardian or
guardian will be notified of the incident by the school. In all cases where the scholar has
committed a crime or violation of local, state or federal law, law enforcement authorities will
be notified. Expulsion is defined in as the permanent withdrawal of the privilege of attending a
school unless the governing board reinstates the privilege of attending the school.
The Head of School may recommend to the Governing Board expulsion of a scholar for serious
cause, including, but not limited to:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Being on school premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events, including
athletic games, in possession of a dangerous weapon, including, but not limited to, a gun
or a knife; or a controlled substance, including, but not limited to, marijuana, cocaine, and
heroin;
Assaulting another scholar, school employee, school consultant, or school volunteer on
school premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events, including athletic
games;
Extreme bullying and/or harassment
Continued acts of violence that endanger community
Possession, use, sale, or transfer of drugs and alcohol;
Destruction or attempted destruction of school property including arson

In addition to any of the preceding infractions, any breaches of federal law or law may be
handled in cooperation with the law and may result in expulsion.
Due Process: Scholar disciplinary offenses resulting in removal from the classroom (i.e.,
suspensions and expulsions) are subject to due process procedures, including notices, hearings,
appeals, and educational services during removals.
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

The parent/guardian/legal guardian will be notified of the intent to long-term suspend or
expel a scholar;
The date, time and place of a hearing will be sent to the parent/guardian/legal guardian
with at least five working days' notice
The scholar and parent/guardian will be given written notice of the right at the hearing
to:
o Be represented by his/her families, legal or other representative (at the
scholar’s/parent/guardian’s own expense);
o Present evidence;
o Confront and cross-examine witnesses;
The school will record (by tape or other appropriate means) the hearing and a copy of
such will be made available to the scholar upon request;
The hearing will include the scholar if he or she chooses to participate, the Head of School
(and/or or other staff), and the parent/guardian/legal guardian if he, she, or they choose
to participate;
All expulsion hearings shall be closed to the protect the privacy of the scholar unless the
parent/guardian requests that it be open to the public;
A scholar and/or parent/guardian, upon request, will have the right to review the
scholar’s records;

•

•

The decision by the board will be in writing and the controlling facts upon which the
decision is made will be stated in sufficient detail to inform the parties of the reasons for
the decision;
The student and/or parent/guardian may submit any complaint regarding this process to
the New York State Education Department.

Scholars have the right to reapply for admission after one year of expulsion. The Governing Board
has the right to deny admission of a scholar who has been expelled from another school or is in
the process of being expelled, and to deny, upon review of a request, readmission of a scholar
previously expelled from Ivy Hill Prep.
4.7

Discipline of a Scholar with Special Needs

Ivy Hill Prep will meet all requirements of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act as defined in Part
B of IDEA, and State laws regarding disciplining of scholars with disabilities.
As explained above, under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution,
scholars are guaranteed due process and fair treatment at school. Therefore, prior to the School
taking disciplinary action against a scholar, the Head of School will provide the scholar with
appropriate due process. When the disciplinary action consists of ten days of suspension or a
lesser penalty, this process will consist of informing the scholar of the charges against him/her
and giving the scholar an opportunity to respond. More formal procedures must be followed
when the discipline proposed is greater than ten days of suspension.
Scholars may have additional rights pursuant to laws governing the provision of educational
services to scholars with disabilities.
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and related regulations provide eligible
scholars with certain procedural rights and protections in the context of scholar discipline. A brief
overview of these rights is provided below.
Short-term suspensions: School personnel may refer a scholar to an alternative placement or
suspension for up to 10 total school days without services. For subsequent exclusions the school
year which do not constitute a change in placement:
1.
The school must provide Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) services to
the extent necessary for progress in the general curriculum and IEP goals as determined
by school personnel in consultation with at least one teacher.
2.
If appropriate, the school must conduct a functional behavioral assessment and
develop a behavioral plan.
Change of placement: A change of placement is defined as removal for more than ten

consecutive school days or for a series of shorter removals (exceeding 10 days in total) with
consideration of the length and total time removed, as well as the proximity and similarity of
behavior. On the date of a decision to make a removal constituting a change of placement,
families/guardians must be notified of the decision and the procedural safeguards.
Within ten school days of a decision resulting in a change of placement, the team must conduct
a manifestation determination. The meeting must include representatives of the school,
families/guardians and any other relevant members. The team must consider all relevant
information in the scholar’s file, teacher observations, and relevant information from the
families/guardians. The team must determine whether the conduct was: (1) caused by the
disability; or (2) had a direct and substantial relationship to the disability; or (3) was a direct result
of the district’s failure to implement the IEP. If any of these criteria are met, then the conduct is
a manifestation of the scholar’s disability.
If the team determines that the conduct was a manifestation of the disability, the scholar must
be returned to his/her placement. The parties, however, may change the IEP and placement
through the team process. Also, the team must conduct a functional behavioral assessment and
implement a behavior intervention plan or, if a behavioral plan already exists, review the plan
and make any necessary modifications.
If the team determines that the conduct was not a manifestation of the disability, the school
discipline can be put into effect. The scholar is entitled, however, to receive educational services
to enable progression in the general curriculum and IEP goals. The team must determine which
services are necessary and the setting where they will be provided.
Appeal Rights: When a parent/guardian/guardian disagrees with the Team’s decision on
“manifestation determination,” or an alternative placement, the families/guardians have the
right to request an expedited hearing from the Bureau of Special Education Appeals. Placement
pending the appeal is in the alternative setting as determined by the team for the duration of the
discipline or completion of the appeal.
Exceptions for Specified Conduct: Under certain special circumstances as defined by federal law,
school personnel may place the scholar in an interim alternative setting for 45 school days,
without regard to the manifestation determination. These special circumstances include
incidents where the scholar possesses, uses, sells or solicits illegal drugs, carries or possesses a
weapon, or inflicts serious bodily injury while on school premises or at a school function. The
federal definition for serious bodily injury means bodily injury that involves:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A substantial risk of death;
Extreme physical pain
Protracted and obvious disfigurement; or
Protracted loss or impairment of a bodily member, organ or mental facility.

Otherwise, if the scholar’s continuation in the current placement is substantially likely to cause
injury to himself/herself or others the district may request an expedited hearing for an order to
place a scholar in an alternative setting for a period not to exceed 45 school days. The district
also has the right to seek a court injunction.
Scholars with Disabilities under Section 504 Scholars who are not eligible for services under the
IDEA, but who have disabilities within the meaning of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act are
entitled to certain procedural protections associated with Section 504.

